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You will explore every facet of the animal kingdom in this book. From cuddly mammals and slimy frogs, to jellyfish and bacteria, you and your
child will discover how God created each animal to be unique. The activities make learning about animals even more fun. 35 lessons. Fullcolor
Discover how math applies to science, art, music, daily life, and moreApply what you’re learning outside a textbook, and see God’s
handiwork in mathFocus is on multiplication, division, fractions, decimals, ratios, percentages, shapes, basic geometry, and more! Math is a
real-life tool that points us to God and helps us explore His creation, yet it often comes across as dry facts and meaningless rules. Here at
last is a curriculum that has a biblical worldview integrated throughout the text and problems, not just added as an afterthought. Students
don’t just learn how to manipulate numbers on paper, but starting with arithmetic and laying the groundwork for geometry and algebra
(covered in year 2), this curriculum both firms up the foundational concepts and prepares students for upper-level math in a logical, step-bystep way that helps students understand concepts, build problem-solving skills, and see how different aspects of math connect.
Hear his voice. Have his ear. Belong to his body. Three seemingly unremarkable principles shape and strengthen the Christian life: listening
to God’s voice, speaking to him in prayer, and joining together with his people as the church. Though often viewed as normal and routine,
the everyday “habits of grace” we cultivate give us access to these God-designed channels through which his love and power flow—including
the greatest joy of all: knowing and enjoying Jesus. A study guide for individual and group study is also available.
In this panorama of world history from 4004 BC to AD 29, you will explore creation, the Flood, the Tower of Babel, and the rise of civilizations
from Mesopotamia to Rome. You will see God's purposes worked out through His chosen people, Israel, culminating in the birth of the
Messiah, Jesus Christ.
We have all asked the questions, "Who Am I?", "Where Am I?", and "What Am I?". In MADE FOR MORE- A Journey of Purpose and
Discovery, the reader will maneuver through these questions in order to understand the larger picture for their life. The ultimate goal is to lead
the reader to understand they are made for a great purpose through Jesus. Through God and the message of hope found in scripture, the
reader will discover they are truly Made For More.
Your children can personalize and capture what they learn in a beautiful keepsake they will want to revisit as they grow in Christ. This fullcolor, spiral-bound notebooking journal includes lesson plans, artful graphics, imaginative writing prompts, puzzles, activities, and mini books.
There's even a place on the cover for the child to write his or her name as the author of the journal. The journal includes an "About the
Author" page and a section for "endorsements" by friends and family!
The provocative and authoritative history of the origins of Christian America in the New Deal era We're often told that the United States is,
was, and always has been a Christian nation. But in One Nation Under God, historian Kevin M. Kruse reveals that the belief that America is
fundamentally and formally Christian originated in the 1930s. To fight the "slavery" of FDR's New Deal, businessmen enlisted religious
activists in a campaign for "freedom under God" that culminated in the election of their ally Dwight Eisenhower in 1952. The new president
revolutionized the role of religion in American politics. He inaugurated new traditions like the National Prayer Breakfast, as Congress added
the phrase "under God" to the Pledge of Allegiance and made "In God We Trust" the country's first official motto. Church membership soon
soared to an all-time high of 69 percent. Americans across the religious and political spectrum agreed that their country was "one nation
under God." Provocative and authoritative, One Nation Under God reveals how an unholy alliance of money, religion, and politics created a
false origin story that continues to define and divide American politics to this day.
Understand the importance of finding our true identity in Christ with this 8-session study created specifically for teen guys and young men.
"Fifteen minutes a day, five days a week, takes students from biblically curious to spiritually confident. This adaptation of the bestselling Core
52 helps teens master the 52 most important verses in the Bible"-An inspiring guide for developing the Christian mind extols the crucial roll of Christian higher education in the intellectual and spiritual
formation of believers.
A study designed to help students understand the biblical view of God's design for men and women. Through nine sessions students will
examine gender through the lens of Scripture. For the vast majority of human history, there have been two culturally and socially recognized
genders: women and men. Today, many leading social institutions recognize well over fifty variations of gender. There are now biological
women who identify as men and biological men who identify as women. There are people who refuse to conform to any one gender and
people who are currently one gender but transitioning to another. There was a time when the concept of what made someone a man or a
woman was quite simple. In less than a century, culturally speaking, that has completely changed. If there was ever a time when Christians
needed to think carefully and biblically about the question of gender, that time is now. Despite our culture's many faceted ideas and designs
about gender, there is only one design that truly matters and takes precedent, God's. At the heart of the Christian faith is the belief that God
created all things and that He is good. This tell us that God has a design for us, including our gender. In this study, we will seek to uncover
and submit to, in Scripture, God's design for men and women.
This course teaches accountability for each individual's actions and helps the student understand who God created him or her to be. Our
primary goal for providing this course is to help you understand the mysteries of God's wonderful creation of the human race. It teaches how
His wonderful plan, for us as individuals, works and how it can cause every person to be happy and fulfilled during this life. It will aid you in
developing and maintaining relationships with others, especially with the Lord Jesus Christ.
It's never too early to start building an appreciation and understanding of our Creator, the Bible, and basic learning skills. Developed by a
professional with 30 years' experience in early childhood education, this creation preschool curriculum is a wonderful opportunity to start
building a solid faith foundation while children learn about the world around them with lessons children will enthusiastically enjoy. Thirteen
comprehensive curriculum lessons combine science, art, physical activities, Bible memorization, and songs, as well as activity suggestions
for younger and older students!
Fall Theme: God’s World and God's People Matthew | Luke | Romans | 2 Corinthians | Colossians | Nehemiah This fall, our lessons come
from the Book of Genesis, the book of beginnings. Through its pages, God is revealed as the Creator, Sustainer, Judge, and Redeemer who
brought all things into being. Our lessons survey God's creation of the universe, earth, and people. The writer for the student book is Jack
Gilbert; the writer for the teacher book is Von Unruh. God Created the World The first three lessons in this unit concentrate on God's creating
the universe, earth, and people and then declaring all things created good. Although God created and sustains all life, humankind is special to
God and unique. Lesson Four explores how God established the institution of marriage and the process of reproduction in order to populate
the earth. Lesson Five explains how humankind chose to do wrong and thus introduced sin into God's perfectly created world. God Destroys
and Re-Creates The first two lessons in this unit present Noah and his family as righteous followers of God who help repopulate and restore
the earth after the destruction caused by the great Flood. The last two lessons feature the biblical couples Abraham and Sarah and Isaac and
Rebekah, who worked with God in the cycle of continuing creation. God Blesses and Re-Creates Regardless In the last unit, the first lesson
explores how God blessed humble Isaac in enemy territory. The next three lessons consider how Jacob deceitfully obtained the blessing God
had already destined for him, later established a right relationship with God, and finally was blessed by God to marry and produce children
with the wife he loved and for whom he long labored. Developed for use with the student book based on the Uniform Series, this leader
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resource provides a wealth of information, planning ideas, and lesson guides for each of the 13 lessons in the quarter. This resource includes
detailed study of the biblical text, suggestions for developing lessons, teaching options, maps, and charts. It features articles that explore
biblical themes related to the passages studied in the lessons. Available in regular print, as a downloadable file or an eBook. Free Extras! All
found at www.adultbiblestudies.com Current Events Supplement The free Current Events Supplement offers a way to connect each week's
lesson to a timely event or topic in the news. The supplements can enhance all resources using the Uniform Series. Register for the Forums
at www.adultbiblestudies.com Bold, and you can post and read comments about the lessons from other readers.
Emphasizes a healthy and Christian perspective on human sexuality.
Everyone is spiritually thirsty, whether they know it or not. Our job is to provide that touch of salt that sparks spiritual dialogue with those who
need Jesus. But sometimes one of the hardest things about sharing the gospel is just getting the conversation started. So we created five
short, thought-provoking YouTube videos that teenagers can use to relationally engage others in spiritual converastion. Salt...Creating Thirst
prepares and empowers teenagers for authentic, give-and-take spiritual conversations with their friends. In this five-week DVD curriculum,
Dare 2 Share's Greg Stier and Zane Black unpack the following conversation-starting questions: Have you ever wondered about God? How
valuable am I? What happens after we die? Why does God let bad things happen? What makes for a good relationship? Salt curriculum
includes video sessions and a fully developed cirricula (PDF and Word format) with customizable presentation slides, and one 36-page
student workbook (additional student workbooks sold separately).

"God Made This/Dieu a fait ceci" is an English/French bilingual book for children. This is Volume 5 in the series and this is Level 1
for infants to toddlers. The books in this juvenile non-fiction series are intended to teach reading in two languages; they are not
"story" books. This book includes single words and pairs of words for the ear training of infants as well as toddlers. The pictures
help infants associate sounds with symbols--images at first and ultimately words at the toddler level and beyond. Toddlers will be
able to repeat words, word pairs, phrases, and brief sentences aided by the picture cues. They will gradually be able to read the
words using the printed word as their cue. This volume presents images of the natural world around us and are of high interest to
young children. The natural environment, earth, sky, water features, animals, flowers, fruits, vegetables, and a variety of types of
people are included. The book teaches that "God made this." Color photos and illustrations were carefully selected to captivate
your child's interest. Words and sentences were judiciously chosen and crafted to facilitate learning for both age groups. Words
are re-entered throughout the book to help your child feel a sense of accomplishment. It is suggested that only one language be
read at a time. Start with the child's first or "maternal" language for several reading sessions, then introduce the second language.
At no time should the two languages be read during the same session. This volume should be of interest to English speakers who
want to teach their child(ren) French as well as French speakers who wish to teach their child(ren) English. In addition, speakers of
other languages will find the book useful for teaching their child(ren) both French and English. The books are ideal for day care
centers, preschools, and elementary schools that offer or wish to include bilingual education or ESL in their educational programs.
These bilingual print books and ebooks are suitable for the bilingual education of young people from infant to early elementary
school. These bilingual print books and ebooks for children can play a major role in any bilingual or ESL education program for
children. There are four levels for each topic or title making it easier for ESL or bilingual children to progress from one level to the
next. Level 1 is for infants and toddlers and would be primarily read by parents. Level 2 is for toddlers and pre-schoolers and could
be used by parents for the younger children or by day care and pre-school personnel in environments where an English/French
bilingual component is included in the program. Level 3 is for pre-schoolers through kindergarten. And level 4 is intended for K-2.
There is a full range of topics, 20 volumes in all, in the series of English/French print and ebooks that provide a thorough
preparation in English/French education. Offering children's print books as well as children's ebooks provides parents, caregivers,
and teachers with a choice and flexibility of format to meet the needs of child education. Children's bilingual print books have the
advantage of convenience of use while children's bilingual ebooks include media and are easier to store, making children's
bilingual education more accessible and convenient than ever before. These are not fiction story books or picture books. They are
juvenile non-fiction bilingual print books and ebooks that are educational in nature, scope, and purpose. As such they meet the
academic content standards for juvenile non-fiction bilingual education. For book examination and consideration by schools and
teachers these books may also be categorized as juvenile non-fiction education French, juvenile non-fiction languages French,
and juvenile non-fiction English/French. The BISAC Category is FOR018000 Foreign Language Study / Multi-Language
Phrasebooks.
Let me begin by saying that our Christian experience must be translated from the four walls of the church and into our day to day
lifestyle. It is in the heartbeat of our calling that we should translate the love of God as we pick it up from church and take it to our
workplaces. My mandate through this book is to strategically position you into a place of influence in your nation of calling within
the marketplace. For a long time the marketplace has remained the reserve of the children of this world. 'The children of this world
are in their generation wiser than the children of light' (Luke 16:8). By failing to take our position of dominion in the marketplace,
we have put our God to shame. The name of God has been profaned by many people in this world. Have you realized that
anytime you mention that you are born again in your workplace, you encounter ridicule, rejection and even persecution? People
have continued to shamelessly talk foul things concerning Christianity and this has to stop. God is saying that He is ready to
sanctify His great name that has been profaned. God wants to do this through you. God desires that you prosper in all that you do
within the marketplace, and this you must remember is for His purposes. He is not doing it for you to be proud. God is doing it "that
they may see and know, and understand together, that the hand of the LORD has done this, and the Holy One of Israel has
created it" (Isaiah 41:20). God wants to introduce and establish His Kingdom in the marketplace through you. He will show Himself
strong on your behalf for His purposes to be fulfilled in the earth. To many Christians, there has been and there remains to be a
great misconception on the perception towards serving God. We see service in the full time ministry position as the only way to
serve God. In everything we do, it is important to understand that it is because of the purposes of God that we were created. God
is a wise investor and the gifting He invested in you is for the expansion of His Kingdom. God wants to show Himself strong
through you. The Kingdom of God is within you and as such, you are supposed to carry it into your marketplaces. It has to
manifest through you at your place of work, business and even in your relationships. You should remember that He chose you.
You did not choose Him. To quite a number of Christians, business is secular work, whereas serving God in church is the only way
to ascribe to ministry. This tendency is so prevalent in the church that many well meaning Christians do their business or work in
offices without connecting it to ministry. That is why many Christians have this 'holier than thou' attitude when in church doing the
things of God but when they get to their work stations they exhibit lucre luster performances, oblivious of the fact that we are
commanded to work as unto God. Many Christians may be concerned with church work and even support it financially, but fail to
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see the connection between service at their work place and their Christian life. Some even think that if you really are serious about
ministry, you ought to quit your job or give up your business in order to pursue a role in full time ministry. The object matter of this
book is to bring every believer to the realization that we all were created for a purpose and that the faster we realize this and take
up our positions the better. As Christians we are cut out and mandated to fulfill a specific assignment for God here on earth. Our
mission is to honour God in our service by extending His will to all our activities.
A look at the multiple roles and responsibilities of the Christian and Christ's all-sufficiency for every task and trial. Superb, thirteenpart collection sets forth the helps and hindrances to living in daily Christian victory.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how to use World Book, other
research aids, pronunciation key, a student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive index"-God created man in his own image, and the profound implications of this assertion are the subject of this book. Drawing on
philosophy, theology, science, Scripture and art, Cardinal Schnborn reflects on man as the greatest of Gods creatures and on the
Christian understanding of his incomparable dignity that flows from this truth. According to the Christian faith, all the works of God
converge toward man, and find their goal in him. The world was made for man, and man was made for God. This
anthropocentrism resounds like good news at a time when many find it hard to believe in Gods special and personal providence
for man. It is good news, indeed, that man has worth and his life has meaning because God bears an infinite love for him a love
which is the very origin of creation and is the reason for the work of redemption. Among the topics Cardinal Schonborn addresses
are: Christ-the Loveliest of Men, The Exaltation of Man, The Basis of Mans Dignity, Faith in Art, God with a Human Face.
Fall Theme: God’s World and God's People Matthew | Luke | Romans | 2 Corinthians | Colossians | Nehemiah This fall, our
lessons come from the Book of Genesis, the book of beginnings. Through its pages, God is revealed as the Creator, Sustainer,
Judge, and Redeemer who brought all things into being. Our lessons survey God's creation of the universe, earth, and people. The
writer for the student book is Jack Gilbert; the writer for the teacher book is Von Unruh. God Created the World The first three
lessons in this unit concentrate on God's creating the universe, earth, and people and then declaring all things created good.
Although God created and sustains all life, humankind is special to God and unique. Lesson Four explores how God established
the institution of marriage and the process of reproduction in order to populate the earth. Lesson Five explains how humankind
chose to do wrong and thus introduced sin into God's perfectly created world. God Destroys and Re-Creates The first two lessons
in this unit present Noah and his family as righteous followers of God who help repopulate and restore the earth after the
destruction caused by the great Flood. The last two lessons feature the biblical couples Abraham and Sarah and Isaac and
Rebekah, who worked with God in the cycle of continuing creation. God Blesses and Re-Creates Regardless In the last unit, the
first lesson explores how God blessed humble Isaac in enemy territory. The next three lessons consider how Jacob deceitfully
obtained the blessing God had already destined for him, later established a right relationship with God, and finally was blessed by
God to marry and produce children with the wife he loved and for whom he long labored. Hundreds of thousands of students and
teachers use Adult Bible Studies each week in Sunday school classes, mid-week Bible studies, and other small group settings.
Bible-based and Christ-focused, it is an approved resource by the General Board of Discipleship of the United Methodist Church. It
is published quarterly. Each week's lesson features: A purpose statement offering focus and direction for the lesson. Printed
biblical text from The Common English Bible. Reliable and relevant biblical explanation and application A closing prayer, guiding
personal commitment. Free Extras! All found at www.adultbiblestudies.com Current Events Supplement The free Current Events
Supplement offers a way to connect each week's lesson to a timely event or topic in the news. The supplements can enhance all
resources using the Uniform Series. Register for the Forums at www.adultbiblestudies.com Bold, and you can post and read
comments about the lessons from other readers.
"While everything you do and every decision you make is aimed at making you happy, you may step back from time to time and
ask yourself, Why am I here? and, Is there a deeper meaning to life? To find these answers, you need go beyond the distractions
of the world and be open to discovering your true purpose and self-potential. If you find your true purpose, you'll discover that you
really are made for more than what our culture has to offer. You will see life as the adventure it's meant to be, and you'll find that
you have an irreplaceable role to play in the world. This will set you on a path toward true peace and contentment that will last for
the rest of your life and into eternity."--Back cover.
What kind of experience might help to confirm and make sense of the puzzling belief in divine creation, so central to the main
monotheistic religions? Anselm and Aquinas developed a philosophical understanding of 'Creation' as an asymmetrical
relationship between the world and God, that is, that the world is really related to God in a relationship of total dependence but
God is in no way really related to or modified by this created world. This idea of an asymmetrical relationship is the key concept
unifying all aspects of this book which discusses the three main inter-related questions in a philosophical discussion about God -the question of meaning, the question of existence, and the question of co-existence. The book explores various 'ciphers' of this
asymmetrical relationship in our pre-philosophical lived experience. These are experiences such as that of the relationship
between our knowledge and what we know, or our sense of obligation to our vulnerable neighbour. It argues that deciphering such
experiences helps to make sense of the 'asymmetrical' relation of creation and that it in turn makes sense of them. Masterson
argues further that this idea of asymmetrical relationship provides insight into the main questions of philosophy of religion and is an
illuminating source of critical dialogue with contemporary Anglo/American and Phenomenological approaches in philosophy of
religion.

Complete life science curriculum for 3rd-8th graders, which reveals the amazing world of God's creation through the
study of plants, animals, and the human body!The World of Plants: Discover the Creator's handiwork as you study the
beauty and intricacy of seeds, leaves, and flowers. Explore trees, fungi, algae, unusual plants, moss, and more.The
Human Body: The human body is an incredibly complex and created wonder. Learn about the amazing functions of each
system and understand that you are made in God's image!The World of Animals: Discover how each animal was
designed by God to be unique, from cuddly mammals and slimy frogs to jellyfish, butterflies, and bacteria. Get ready for
an exciting adventure!
Created for This, a devotional for Christian women entrepreneurs, wascreated for you! It will guide you in growing
stronger in yourfaith, which will lead to greater confidence in your business!Are you craving more intimate time with Jesus
but are pulled in everypossible direction? Your family needs you, the house needs to be cleaned,meals need to be
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cooked, you?d love to have a movie night with yourgirlfriends, and your business is just on the brink of thriving.All of
these things are important but . . . how do you prioritize something asintangible as ?time with Jesus??Let me remind you
of something you already know: When you take time withand for Jesus, everything else aligns much smoother and
easier. Every other priority in your life falls into place. He is the answer to a well-run life!And the good news is you don?t
need to carve out hours of time every day to do that.If you can manage to squeeze 10-15 minutes of your day into a quiet
spotwith scripture, it will make a significant difference in your personallife and your business.
Meet the Faith of Wesley . . . Real and Relevant in Today's World.
Second grade students will delight to study creation based upon the six-day account described in the book of Genesis.
Students learn about what God made during each of the days of creation. In full-color format, students explore the
creation of the physical world, energy, plants, heavenly bodies, animals, and human beings. This is the teacher's
manual."
Dive into the first 11 chapters of Genesis by following three critical stages of understanding: comprehension,
interpretation, and application. Teaching videos are key to the understanding of this study. Revisit familiar stories,
challenge your basic knowledge, and discover deeper meanings in the text. As God reveals Himself through Scripture,
we can only begin to understand ourselves when we first glimpse the character, attributes, and promises of our Creator.
(10 sessions)
Help preteens learn they are wonderfully made with this faith and sexuality education program.
This new text is presented in a style aimed at drawing students into close engagement with the subject matter, providing
a solid education and fostering a sense of wonder and responsibility for God's amazing world. This text is perfect for
middle school-aged students. It includes all the popular characteristics of Novare textbooks: smaller profile, vibrant,
original, and relevant graphics, lucid conversational prose, and an approach that connects students with real-world
science as stewards of God's creation. And of course, Novare's guiding principles of Mastery, Integration, and Kingdom
perspective are woven throughout this text. Mastery learning is felt in the way key concepts, definitions, and skills are
repeatedly brought up so that students rehearse and reencounter materials with a view toward more thorough retention
of course content. We integrate relevant subjects such as mathematics, history, language skills, measurement, and more
to both enhance the reading and demonstrate the connections that exist between all subjects. And Novare's Kingdom
Perspective is evident in the attribution of the marvels of creation to God's creative power. Author Kevin Nelstead
regularly draws the reader to appreciate the intricacy and excellence of God's works, tying in scripture where appropriate.
Earth Science should be about much more than learning about rocks and mountains and the seasons. Think about how
huge God's mandate to humans is that we are to steward and exhibit vice regency over creation! The best Christian
curriculum will bring students into the wonder of God's astounding creation and foster the mind of a gracious and caring
steward. Within the context of the fascinating study of landforms, minerals and planetary phenomena, many other timely
and important topics are covered including conservation of natural resources, climate change, pollution, environmental
justice, and the current scientific consensus concerning geologic history.
There’s a strong biblical connection between people and trees. They both come from dirt. They’re both told to bear fruit.
In fact, arboreal language is so often applied to humans that it’s easy to miss, whether we're talking about family trees,
passing along our seed, cutting someone off like a branch, being rooted to a place, or bearing the fruit of the Spirit. It’s
hard to deny that trees mean something, theologically speaking. This book is in many ways a memoir, but it’s also an
attempt to wake up the reader to the glory of God shining through his creation. One of the first commands to Adam and
Eve was to “work and keep” the garden. Award-winning author and songwriter Andrew Peterson, being as honest as
possible, shares a story of childhood, grief, redemption, and peace, by walking through a forest of memories: “I trust that
by telling my story, you’ll encounter yours. Hopefully, like me, you’ll see that the God of the Garden is and has always
been present, working and keeping what he loves.” Sometimes he plants, sometimes he prunes, but in his goodness he
intends to reap a harvest of righteousness.
A complete life science curriculum for K-2nd graders. The lessons feature beautiful color pictures, age-appropriate
activities, worksheets, Scripture learning, writing practice, and more. Fun and easy-to-use, the God's Design Series - for
Beginners curriculum is ideal for anyone who wants their children to understand creation from a solidly biblical basis.The
World of Plants: Explore the amazing variety of plants that God created! Learn about the parts of plants and flowers and
how plants get energy and grow. The hands-on activities make learning about plants fun, and the focus on biblical
creation will help establish children in their faith. Get ready for adventure as you discover the world of plants!The Human
Body: The human body is an incredibly complex wonder, created by God! Learn about the amazing functions of each
system of our bodies. As children learn about human anatomy they will understand that they are created in God's image.
The hands-on activities make learning about the human body fun, and the focus on biblical creation will help establish
your student in their faith. Get ready for adventure as you discover the human body!The World of Animals: Explore every
facet of the animal kingdom God created! Discover how each animal was created to be unique, from cuddly mammals
and slimy frogs, to jellyfish, butterflies, and bacteria. The hands-on activities make learning about animals fun, and the
focus on biblical creation will help establish children in their faith. Get ready for adventure as you discover the world of
animals!
Do you know that you were well thought out in the mind of God? Do you know you were not a by-chance product? Do
you know you have a God purpose? Created On Purpose For Purpose holds the keys that will unlock all the answers and
equip you to walk out your God purpose! Everyone has a sense that they were born for a purpose. But there is something
more than just a purpose. The God purpose was designed specifically for you, and it's your responsibility to live out this
assignment! From her own experience in discovering her God purpose, author Lisa Singh has outlined the steps to take
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to discover your God purpose. This easy-to-read guide will instruct you to explore why God designed a special purpose
for you and how you can come to understand it. Once you know your place in the world, you can begin to live your
purpose and thereby bless not only yourself, but the world you live in. Realize who you are and learn practical
applications for victorious, fulfilling living. Whether studying alone or in a small Bible study, you'll find the tools you need
to find your God purpose and start living your life the way it was intended to be lived—on purpose!
Presents a guide to sexuality, reproduction, and puberty for preteens from a Christian perspective.
Created by God
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